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Preface
PEAT VALLEY is an international string of pearls, areas of low-lying wetland
from the United Kingdom to the Baltic Sea. This document is the result of the
work carried out by the participants in the PEAT VALLEY project showing the
results related to PEAT regions and the so-called ‘Golden Triangles’ that have
been formed from it
Learning in and with the region was the idea of the Green Knowledge Cooperation, part of the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture. The approach has been further
developed by AOC Terra and the Region Veenkoloniën as a new educational
experimental learning strategy.
This unique collaboration between businesses, public bodies and knowledge
institutes in all its appearances shows what an international partnership, funded
by the LLL-program Leonardo da Vinci, can bring us.
PEAT VALLEY started by combining the two existing networks Nordconnect and
EUROPEA International (please refer for additional information to page 54). Both partners have an
excellent reputation in European partnerships and projects in their own fields of action and are partners
in one of the two networks.
In this brochure you will find the answers on how to create a complex network such as the PEAT VALLEY. We first introduce the PEAT VALLEY network and its main concepts. Then the partners will show
not only the challenges and the possibilities they have met during this partnership project, but also the
opportunities they have to develop in their own regions. Last, but not least, you will discover how to
build new partnerships between various institutions related to different subjects in areas that have similar geographical, socio-economic and employment issues, such as the low-lying wetland areas that
make up PEAT VALLEY.
We should not underestimate the importance of producing a proposition to establish a regional agenda
(on e.g. bio-based economy and agro business) in relation to knowledge institutes. We must look at
creating future employees with international competence. Partnerships engaging students as cooperating members represent a contemporary LLL approach towards integrated learning and working, linking
various actors and sectors, and thus preparing young people for the present day challenges.
Ton Stok
Chairman of EUROPEA NL

Internationalisation in education means establishing and maintaining contacts with
foreign schools and institutions in order to promote exchange of knowledge, students
and teachers. This is why AOC Terra is part of several international networks.
However, the PEAT VALLEY network goes further than just connecting schools. This
new network proposes to create a European international association of similar regions; in this case PEAT Regions. These are regions across Europe that have similar
products, projects and problems; similar landscapes and soils.
For us being an international operating agricultural school, PEAT VALLEY provides
intriguing partners: schools and colleges, entrepreneurs, authorities, scientific institutions in a group of regions. All together, we form a transregional cooperation network.
This network can be the foundation for knowledge exchange and knowledge creation
by students, entrepreneurs and teachers. It is also the starting point for developing
transregional cooperation projects. These are focused on better knowledge institutes, Life Long Learning and more competitive regions.
Being a knowledge institute, we are just one actor at regional level. We must rethink the operational
relations between education and research institutions and the professional fields of work.
I want to invest in this network and share experiences, knowledge and questions we have. I want to
give all 6,000 students from AOC Terra, my teachers and connected entrepreneurs the possibility to
work abroad in exciting projects. Through this, I want to strengthen the idea that my institution AOC
Terra is not an island – there is a growing awareness for the need of collaboration. That is why I am a
strong supporter of the PEAT VALLEY initiative.

Wim Cnossen
Managing director AOC Terra, Groningen and chairman of the PEAT VALLEY Network
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PEAT VALLEY in eight questions
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What is PEAT Valley?
PEAT is an acronym referring to: Peat regions in Economic and Agricultural Transition.
VALLEY refers to the development of an international network of cooperating regional
networks within Peat Regions from the UK to the Baltic. Each regional network will
comprise three types of partners which together make up a ‘Golden Triangle’: Governmental bodies, knowledge institutions and entrepreneurs. Within PEAT VALLEY
each region will develop its own Golden Triangle. By organizing joint projects the
partners within Peat Valley want to share and create knowledge. They can identify
common areas where they can share and contribute to the transition of these regions.
Peat is the icon of this transregional network. Across the regions participating in
PEAT VALLEY the presence of peat and the harvesting of it have been a major factor
in their current landscape, flora and fauna, agribusiness, employment and land use, and for their history
through the ages.

Why peat as central issue?
The participants in PEAT VALLEY all work in or with organisations in wetland regions where peat exists
or once existed. The partners in PEAT VALLEY share common problems, tasks, projects and products.
This means that throughout Europe, schools, knowledge and research institutions, entrepreneurs and
governments that live, work and recreate in these areas, encounter similar challenges, opportunities
and problems. It provides an immediate connection between the regions. Combining the strength,
knowledge and experience from these institutions trans-regionally when looking at shared problems or
opportunities, gives rise to the exciting
chance to find innovative approaches and
solutions. It is a unique chance to learn from
each other, innovate, share knowledge and
work together in finding solutions for the
same problems that occur in all the countries
within this partnership.
Willem Foorthuis
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Why is this international cooperation necessary?
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Why are education and research institutions developing this network?

Peatlands are often peripheral and share identical problems, tasks and products. Themes such as water management, soil fertility, the use of biobased energy, nature preservation and nature development,
peat excavation and socio-economic problems are identified as characteristic for Peat regions. Solutions one region might have found already, may be
valuable for the others as well. Out of the themes
mentioned, the partners in PEAT VALLEY want to
exchange and share knowledge, develop shared
transregional projects, start innovation processes
and innovative projects and exchange and develop new knowledge.
Internationalisation in education and research means establishing and maintaining contacts with foreign
schools and institutions in order to promote both the exchange of knowledge as the exchange of students and teachers. That is why the knowledge institutions, as key players in this network, are all member of several international networks. But the PEAT VALLEY network has greater ambitions than simply
organising a partnership between educational institutes. This new network seeks to create a
European trans-national association of like-minded regions; in this case PEAT Regions. Regions with
commpn products, projects and problems; comparable landscapes and soils. PEAT VALLEY connects
the participating knowledge institutes and research institutions (mostly agricultural VET-school and
research institutions) with involved and relevant partners such as entrepreneurs, authorities, scientific
institutions in several regions. Together they
form a network. This network is the basis for
knowledge exchange and enables it to bring
students, entrepreneurs, teachers and researchers together cooperating in transregional
projects. The primary reason for so doing is to
promote better education and research, Life
Long Learning and attractive competitive regions for (young) people to live and to work.

Willem Foorthuis
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Why are these ‘Golden Triangles’ so important?
The participating schools and research institutions in PEAT VALLEY want to develop a deeper relationship with others involved in their own regions and in their regional tasks and economies. It is important
that a sustainable partnership is created. This is an alliance with entrepreneurs and government bodies
as a part of their educational concept. PEAT VALLEY intends to develop a regional, long term, sustainable process between governmental bodies, entrepreneurs, knowledge institutes, research and the
corporate sector. All parties need to learn from each other, and both physical
conditions and a clear mind-set have to be achieved for this process to succeed. Students and teachers have to match their knowledge and questions
to meet the needs of the other partners, and vice versa. This not simply a
one-off project, but creates and ongoing learning process. The relationship
between the partners is the ‘Golden Triangle’ (see illustration)

What is the benefit for the education and research institutions?
Educational institutes that participate in this golden triangle collaboration
within the “green” agriculture domain will have increased opportunity to participate in exchange programs for students/teachers, share and create new
and innovative curricula and knowledge with each other, give students/staff
the opportunity to participate in relevant research projects and remain up to date.
The image of the educational institutes will develop a reputation as an innovative and excellent partner;
a centre for innovative craftsmanship (VET) or a centre of expertise (Bachelor). Participating in an international network is a unique selling point and will secure and improve the inflow of students. Schools
will be able to offer curricula that contain authentic projects in ´the real working world´, preparing students in a focussed and relevant way for the (international) labour market. Cooperation with (International) agri-business will result in up-to-date education, relevant work place internships, research studies and professional development for teachers.

What is the benefit for the entrepreneurs and the region?
The underpinning purpose of the partnership is the transregionl knowledge agenda of the PEAT VALLEY partners based on the needs and opportunities presented in each area. Developing a transregional
Willem Foorthuis
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biobased strategy focused on the innovation capacity of the relevant international peat-regions creates
opportunities. It leads to Business to Business development. Innovations in the bio-based arena can be
transferred across the regions of each country and the students who will be educated regarding this
topic. This can only be achieved by facilitating and strengthening networks and relationships between
Government, entrepreneurs and knowledge institutions (our Golden Triangle). Process and product
innovation is the result of this collaboration and leads to such added value for all parties involved that economic gain occurs.

What results will the PEAT VALLEY network deliver?
A trans-national and trans-regional network of partners drawn
from PEAT regions across Northern Europe. Partners consist of
representatives of knowledge institutes, government, research, Agri-Business and the citizens from this peat-region
(The trans regional Golden Triangle);
→ Regional SWOTs of problems, possibilities, challenges and
chances, questions and innovations regarding bio-based
themes from all the partners;
→ Regional strategies which create opportunities to move on to
larger projects in bio-base and agri-business, which directly contribute to the curricula of vocational education students (the trans regional strategy).
→

Willem Foorthuis
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About PEAT VALLEY
In the Leonardo da Vinci project PEAT VALLEY nine ‘Peat-Regions’ situated in low-lying wetland areas
in six countries from UK to the Baltic intend to build a structured new knowledge network. The participating educational institutes within PEAT VALLEY will promote and develop co-operation between their
staff and students with representatives of their respective regional government bodies, of local businesses and NGO’s. This they will do on a regional basis but within the context of a trans-European
context.
The focus:
Trans-regional cooperation on projects identifying challenging questions and finding innovative solutions.
The main aim:
Building cross-sectoral regional learning communities in the PEAT VALLEY regions.
The intended approach:
To establish nine regional Golden Triangles
Education and research institutes are the key partners in this process. Their core business is training
tomorrow’s employees (Vocational), supporting present professionals and developing innovative curricula and new knowledge.

Short intro about the Peat Regions
The PEAT lands and regions are associated with some of the world’s last, as well as some of its most
productive ecosystems, and they are found from high cold-temperate latitudes to the tropics. Peat lands
(peat, marshes, wet meadows, swamps, bogs or organic soils) are wetland ecosystems that are characterized by the accumulation of organic matter, which is produced and deposited at a greater rate than it
Willem Foorthuis
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is decomposed, leading to the formation of peat. Over 90% of peat lands are in the temperate and cold
belt in the Northern Hemisphere. The participating regions in PEAT Valley have four forms: in its untouched original natural swamp state, as drained extraction areas, as large-scale farming areas or as
meadows and peatlands

Why is the Peat-Network needed?
All of the peat regions within PEAT VALLEY can be perceived as being in a state of strong transition.
These regions are often peripheral, lying outside main employment and population areas. Nearly everything within them is changing. Processes such as climate change, to high CO2 emissions, oxidation of
the peat layers, demographic decline, changing age demographics, brain drain, new economic pillars
(or the lack thereof), agricultural innovations, urbanisation and leisure have an enormous impact on the
daily lives of the people living there. This transition is so intensive and far-reaching that we lack the
ability to deal with many of the challenges presented in today’s administrative and economic context.
The initiative of PEAT Valley is developed out of the need of educational and research institutions to
develop a better interaction between (agri-) business, nature preserving bodies, knowledge institutions
and local and regional government bodies.

Avalon Marshes in Somerset -

Willem Foorthuis
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Diversity of functions
Functions of peat lands are remarkably diverse:
 Peat lands as a unique and bio-diverse natural landscape
 Peat lands that are still being worked to produced peat for use in horticulture as part of a large
scale agribusiness landscape
 The landscapes of excavated peat lands are characterised through complex drainage systems of
waterways, canals and ditches
 Peat as an energy resource
 Peat lands as innovative bio-based energy developers
 Peat as a historic landscape with social-amenity and historical functions
 Peat lands as centres for dairy farming
 Peat lands for recreation and aesthetic functions
 Peat as a global business: extracted and used ex situ as/for substrate in horticulture
 Increasing the organic matter content in field crop production increasing the productivity of the
PEAT regions:
• energy generation
• humus and organic fertilizer in agriculture
• raw material for chemistry
• bedding material
• filter and absorbent material
• provision of drinking water
 Wild plants growing on mires and peat lands as/for:
• food
• raw material for industrial products
• medicine
In other words, Peat Lands and Peat Regions in
the Northern Hemisphere are everywhere the
same and yet always different and imbedded in a
very strong identity.

Willem Foorthuis
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Knowledge institutes – What is in it for us
Hendrik Boekhoud, project manager at Van Hall Larenstein UAS
"For us, the core issue of PEAT VALLEY is the development of a network with knowledge institutes and
business partners around one or more themes that are key in our region.
As a knowledge institution, we are responsible for ensuring the future professionals to find their work issues
out there in the regions. Arouse their interest for this is key, and we give them the luggage as to skills and
knowledge that they can use to contribute to regional issues.
In this context it is important for us to be aware of developments locally and internationally. Not only by sharing knowledge but also by developing knowledge through applied research.
PEAT VALLEY should be the starting point for a long term relationship with the international regions which
share knowledge and gain new knowledge together.
Key issues for me would be:
1. Gain commodities from these areas that can be used for quality products and or energy.
2. Knowledge about the tension between water and agriculture. Water quality and availability."

Klaas Wijnholds, researcher at Wageningen University & Research – Applied Plant
Research
Wageningen UR is working internationally through education (more than 10,000 students of
more than 100 nationalities) and research (cooperating with over 30 countries).
What we are aiming at is to increase the network based on the priorities formulated in each
participating region. For us, it is also important to initiate projects based on this priority ranking such as set up in the KANON platform (2011).
Last but not least, applying the Golden Triangle principle implying the collaboration of
schools, entrepreneurs, researchers and governments, is an essential issue on our research
and education agenda.
14 Oktober 2013
Willem Foorthuis
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REQUEST TO PARTNERS:
PLEASE INSERT A PHOTOGRAPHE + QOUTE OF THE RESPONSIBLE MANAGER IN YOUR
KNOWLEDGE INSTITUTE: WHY IS THE NETWORK IMPORTANT FOR YOU AND WHAT IS /
ARE YOUR CENTRAL ISSUES?

Willem Foorthuis
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Nigel Cox, Team Leader for Horticulture and Countryside Management at Bridgwater College
“The Somerset Levels have experienced two years of the worst flooding in recent times. The impact on agriculture,
the local economy and the people living here has been intense. Working with the local businesses , NGOs and Somerset County Council forms a fundamental part of the College’s contribution to the local community.
The opportunity that PEAT VALLEY presents is enormous in that it enables us as an educational institute to build
relationships with other similar institutions in areas with similar problems.
The results:
•
•
•

Sharing new ideas and new knowledge
Working together to enhance the student experience
Create areas of expertise which can be used by the regional community and cross border”

Willem Foorthuis
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Photo

Sweden – Name & Function
Text
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Poland – Name & Function
Text
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Finland – Name & Function
Text
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Lithuania – Name & Function
Text
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The PEAT VALLEY regions
The Netherlands
Region 1: Veenkoloniën, part of the Bourtanger Moor
The regional Golden Triangle partners

Government
Eight local and regional authorities working together in a
regional programme called The Agenda voor de Veenkoloniën. Education and research institutions are connected to this Agenda.
Knowledge institutes
Five knowledge institutions under the leadership of AOC
Terra and University of Applied Science Van Hall Larenstein are connected to the Agenda voor de Veenkoloniën. Student- en research projects are developed
within this Agenda. Together the three partners, government, entrepreneurs and knowledge institutes, developed a method called The Kenniswerkplaats; Knowledge
Workplace. Documents are available in English and
German.
Entrepreneurs
A specific network of entrepeneurs and research institutions operating in this region with the focus on agricultural innovation and business is the network KANON of
which mr. Klaas Wijnholds is the coördinator.
Focus: The sustainable strengthening of the knowledge
infrastructure for agro business in the peat region Veen-

Willem Foorthuis
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koloniën. This is done by structural and project cooperation of relevant organizations. Demand-driven
work on strategic and practical issues that are important to the region.
Knowledge creation is increasingly taking place in larger projects where more parties participate. The
challenge is to find suitable partners and to bring them together in a learning network The focus of KANON is agricultural innovation and includes variety trials, fertilizer
trials, research into the effects of crops on land-based pathogens,
pest and disease testing, precision, etc
Map of the region
Innovation Agenda region Veenkoloniën

The partners in the region Veenkolonien developed a multiyear innovation program based on three pillars: agricultural innovation,
watermanagement and biobased economy/energy. Together entrepreneurs, education institutes, research and governmental bodies
develop projects within these pillars. Next to this, projects in the field
of tourism, strengtening of the social-economic structure and projects
concerned with youth and the elderly are supported.
Contact

Government: Ko Munneke, K.munneke@stadskanaal.nl,
www.veenkolonien.nl/
→ Knowledge institutes: Rosalie Rooze, (Kenniswerkplaats manager) r.rooze@aocterra.nl,
www.kenniswerkplaats.eu/veenkolonien
→ Entrepreneurs: Klaas Wijnholds info@kanon-kompas.nl, www.kanon-kompas.nl
→ Students' representative: To be added
→

Special remarks

The region Veenkoloniën is situated in two provinces in the Netherland and stretches out into Germany.
A partner from the region Emsland in Germany should be welcomed into the partnership PEAT-Valley.

Willem Foorthuis
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Region 2: Noardlike Fryske Wâlden, part of Noordoost-Fryslân
The regional Golden Triangle partners

Government
A regional network of 5 municipalities and the regional authority make up the Network Northeast. They drafted a socioeconomic master plan, which was projected into the regional
"Agenda Netwerk Noordoost" (ANNO).
Knowledge institutes
The regional knowledge institutions are lead by Kenniswerkplaats Noordoost Fryslân, which also connects them to the
region. Within ANNO, the Kenniswerkplaats is responible for
developing student- and research projects. The Kenniswerkplaats documents are available in Dutch and English.
Entrepreneurs
A specific network of entrepeneurs and research institutions
operating in this region with the focus on agricultural innovation and business is the network of Noardlike Fryske Wâlden
(NFW).
Focus: The sustainable strengthening of the competiveness
and the knowledge infrastructure for agro business in the
peat region Noordoost Fryslân. This is done by structural and
project based cooperation of relevant organizations. Demand-driven work on strategic and practical issues that are
important to the region.
Knowledge creation is increasingly taking place in larger projects where more parties participate. The
focus of NFW is agricultural innovation and new cooperation as to maintaining and developing landscape.

Willem Foorthuis
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Map of the region
Innovation Agenda Noordoost Fryslân (ANNO)

The ANNO partners elaborated a shared agenda of concrete projects, which are presented in the Agenda Network
Northeast. They contain further refinement of the strategic
main lines from the Social Economic Masterplan the form of
subdivision into programme lines.
In a subsequent step, projects with a high priority have been
identified. These are specific projects to be implemented by
one or more municipalities and the province plus other
shareholders. All projects have a regional added value. For
the performance of the Agenda, parties agree that
→ all partners must have an interest in and must benefit
from the implementation;
→ the responsibilities and risks must be placed with the
closest and most involved partner;
→ the financial cooperation is considered to be a growth
model.
The actual decision-making on the implementation and financing of the projects is in the hands of the
municipal councils of Achtkarspelen, Dantumadiel, Dongeradeel, Kollumerland c.a. and Tytsjerksteradiel, as well as the provincial executive of Fryslân.
Contact

Government: Trea Tamminga, program coordinator, t.tamminga@fryslan.nl, www.dwaande.nl/
Knowledge institutes: Rianne Vos, (Kenniswerkplaats manager) R.Vos@nordwincollege.nl,
http://kenniswerkplaatsnoordoostfryslan.nl/
→ Entrepreneurs: Ingrid van Huizen, info@noardlikefryskewalden.nl, www.noardlikefryskewalden.nl
→ Students' representative: To be added
→
→

Willem Foorthuis
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Special remarks

Noordoost Fryslân is lead patner of the European project 'Vital Rural Area' ('Vital'), which is joint by 12
other partners. Together, the activities implemented, networks built, results achieved and effects generated are extrapolated into standard methodologies and tools. In collaboration with academics from the
universities in the various partner regions, partners then compose a shared method, augmented with
results from other international project experiences, in the 'Rural Power Pack.' This is one of the end
results of Vital, and it produces transferable methodologies for the socio-economic revitalisation of rural
regions. Partners of Vital should be incorporated to the PEAT VALLEY network.

REQUEST TO PARTNERS:
PLEASE INSERT PER PARTNER THE INFORMATION NEEDED ACCORDING TO THE MODEL
OF THE DUTCH REGIONS VEENKOLONIËN AND NOORDOOST FRYSLÂN.

Willem Foorthuis
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Region 3: Westerkwartier
The regional Golden Triangle partners

Government
The area Westerkwartier consists of 4 municipalities: Grootegast, Leek, Marum and Zuidhorn. Population density in these municipalities varies between from 137 people per km2 in Grootegast to 306 people per km2 in Leek. The municipality of Leek as well as large part of Zuidhorn is closely linked to the
city of Groningen.
In the past, the local authorities and the residents have started cooperating in so called local action
groups (LAG) under the EU LEADER programme. Their ambition is to further develop this limited as to

Willem Foorthuis
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time, stakeholders and ambitions) cooperation towards a sustainable enterprising cooperation, inspired
by corporate social responsibility.
Knowledge institutes
The regional knowledge institutions are lead by Kenniswerkplaats Westerkwartier,
which also connects them to the region. Kenniswerkplaats works within the framework of the Regional Cooperative Westerkwartier (please see further information
below under the heading 'Innovation Agenda'). Education and research institutes
cooperate with entrepreneurs and public bodies to maintain and develop a vital and
sustainable Westerkwartier. The motto is: Working Together = Learning Together
for Corporate & Sustainable Entrepreneurship.
The knowledge agenda, which is continually developing, includes the following
themes:
→ Entrepreneurship
→ Business models on developing and maintaining nature and landscape
→ Business models on with water management
→ Business models on regional food strategies
→ Business models on bio-based products and production approaches
→ Business models on equest farming and equestrian activities
Knowledge Workplace Westerkwartier supports innovation in the region with multi
stakeholder projects, workshops, master classes and learning network building.
Organising engagement and ownership among all stakeholders concerned is seen
as a critical success factor. Kenniswerkplaats Westerkwartier is closely related to
the city of Groningen and other regions in the North of the Netherlands, which provides the opportunity to work on urban and rural-urban issues.
Entrepreneurs
Apart from agriculture, there are few large scale industries in Westerkwartier. A key
characteristic of the area is the high number of small enterprises. Characteristic for the region is the
tradition of the self-employed. These SMEs are mainly situated in the service sector (50%) followed by
agricultural sector and other industries.
Willem Foorthuis
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Map of the region
Innovation Agenda

In November 2011 as a result of a series of master classes key organisations in the
Westerkwartier region concluded that the challenges the region faces require an
innovative approach and a new organisational context: the regional cooperative.
This regional cooperative essentially differs from a traditional one:
• It connects entrepreneurs, public bodies, education and research institutes and
citizens in the regions.
• It cross-cuts divers branches and industries
• It is based on circular economy, social inclusion and multi-stakeholders' engagement
• All actors jointly cooperate to tackle the current challenges and develop region
based business models on relevant issues.
Founding fathers of the Regional Cooperative Westerkwartier are three agriculture &
landscape associations, AOC Terra, the national forestry commission, the municipalities Grootegast,
Leek, Marum and Zuidhorn and the province of Groningen. The Regional Cooperative Westerkwartier
develops activities that benefit from a cooperative approach, e.g. in the field of nature and landscape
maintenance and knowledge management.
Contact

Government: Fred Stol, alderman municipality of Zuidhorn: wethouderstol@zuidhorn.nl, +31 594
508 800
→ Knowledge institutes: Frans Traa, manager of the Knowledge Workplace Westerkwartier:
f.traa@Onderwijsgroepnoord.nl, +316 5342 8053.
→ Entrepreneurs: Alex Datema, chairman agriculture and landscape association BoerenNatuur Groningen, a.w.datema@gmail.com, +316 2637 6396
→ Students' representative: Myrthe van der Pol
→

Willem Foorthuis
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Poland – Region Zulway Wislane
Centuries of human activities are visible in the thousands of kilometres of canals and drainage ditches, a dense drainage network, the
banking up of the rivers, pumping stations and the formation of a
system of polders. In effect, the natural environment underwent such
transformation that it would be difficult to find any fragments, which
remain unchanged.” (B. Augustowski, Żuławy Wiślane, Gdańskie
Towarzystwo Naukowe, Gdańsk 1976)
The regional Golden Triangle partners

Please add logos
Government
Please add a short description
Knowledge institutes
Żuławy Research Centre in Elbląg
Staff of the centre carries out research and development studies (mainly for Żuławy, Pomorze and Mazurian Lakeland) and is active in implementation, dissemination of achievements, advisory, education,
training, promotion, invention and monitoring in the scope of:
 shaping the structure of land use and spatial order, systems of technological and natural infrastructure,
 nature protection, protection of biological and landscape diversity in the Żuławy region,
 grassland management in polder areas, threats and protection of meadow habitats, soil and water,
 water management in agriculture and rural areas of Żuławy, irrigation and drainage, water deficits,
flooding and inundation, water balances,
 pollution and water quality protection, water and waste water management, waste handling in farms
and rural areas of Żuławy,
 shaping habitat conditions in agricultural objects and limiting the emission of gases and odours.
Please add a short description of other knowledge institutes involved regionally
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Entrepreneurs
Please add a short description
Map of the region

Please add
Innovation Agenda

Please add a short description
Contact
→
→
→
→

Government: Please add contact details
Knowledge institutes: Please add contact details
Entrepreneurs: Please add contact details
Students' representative: Please add contact details

Special remarks

Please add if applicable
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UK – United Kingdom- The Somerset Levels and Moors
Characteristics
Extensive clay lined basin in the South West of England – estuary deposits
•
Lowland wetland area and an open valley
•
Re-claimed landscape in a former estuary – one of the best examples in Europe
•
Complex land ownership and management
•
On-going changes and adaptation
•
Traditional; dispersed; dairy, beef & lamb
•
Industry
•
Extraction; back-fill; natural products
The Future of Somerset Peat
•
Extraction peat halted
•
Job losses; rapid change in land value
•
Alternatives to peat based compost?
•
Cut reed and biomass; opportunities?
•
Conservation
•
EU subsidy; big employer; tourism
•
Climate Change
•
Raised water levels; land use options
•
Ecosystem services
•
Carbon storage; water security; wildlife
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The regional Golden Triangle partners
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Government
A series of local and district councils working together with Somerset County Council and other nongovernmental bodies. Evolving strategies for the management of wetland areas in Somerset both inland
and coastal
Knowledge Institutes
Bridgwater College, Cannington Centre for Land-Based Studies (in association with Oxford Brookes
University and the University of Plymouth for Higher Education)
Entrepreneurs
Somerset Peat Producers Association represented by Ben Malin on behalf of E J Godwins, Peat producers.
Thatchers Cider- providing sponsorship for students and work experience in Somerset orchards
All work together to co-ordinate, funding, training and development of skills relevant and useful to industry and the socio-economic issues of the region
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Map of the region

Innovation Agenda

The Somerset Levels & Moors have for centuries provided a source of work from both agriculture and
peat extraction.
With global food demand requiring ever increasing outputs, the agriculture industry is seeing rapid
change and need for increased innovation and technology to enhance sustainable utilisation of our
landscape.
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The partners in this project are looking at ways in which the use of the land and water can be adapted
to suit changing economic circumstances by promoting research into new and innovative ideas for land
use combining the need to preserve employment with the promotion of biodiversity within a bountiful
series of wildlife habitats.
By promoting such developments it may be possible to establish ways in which the loss of young people to the cities can be stemmed and also lead to the promotion of wider eco-tourism which itself brings
prosperity
The Somerset Levels & Moors is a unique wetland environment which can also provide a wider resource of information to other wetland areas in Europe
A series of innovative projects such as biomass development from reed production are already under
way and many more can be envisaged with research and co-operation
Contact

Somerset County Council - Steve Dury
Project Manager: Coast, Catchment and Levels & Moors Environmental Resources
SDury@somerset.gov.uk
Bridgwater County Council – Nigel Cox
Team Leader, Horticulture & Countryside Management
coxni@bridgwater.ac.uk
Business Representative – Ben Malin
Godwins Production Director,
Somerset Peat Producers Association Secretary
Ben Malin
consultancy@terraqueousltd.co.ukS
Student Representative – Julie Merrett
juley.merrett@googlemail.com
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Sweden - Västra Götaland County
The regional Golden Triangle partners

Please add logos
Government
Please add a short description
Knowledge institutes
The county provides advanced educational and research programs that complement the business and
public sectors. There are six Universities and University Colleges in the county.
Please add a short description of who are related to the PEAT VALLEY partnership.
Entrepreneurs
Västra Götaland County boasts a wide range of industries in both traditional and modern fields. Over
the years a number of different profiles have evolved -- trading, shipping, agriculture, forestry and manufacturing industries. All of
them play a vital role in the county’s business life.
Please add a short description of who are related to the
PEAT VALLEY partnership.
Map of the region

Please add
Innovation Agenda

Please add a short description
Contact
→
→
→
→

Government: Please add contact details
Knowledge institutes: Please add contact details
Entrepreneurs: Please add contact details
Students' representative: Please add contact details

Special remarks

Please add if applicable
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Finland – Satakuntaliitto Region
The regional Golden Triangle partners

Please add logos
Government
→ MTT Agrifood Research Finland – Is this a public authority?
→ Pyhäjärvi – Institute ( Knowledge and Promotion of food economy
and water protection)
→ The regional council of Satakunta – Is this a public authority?
Please add a short description
Knowledge institutes
Sastamalan koulutuskuntayhtymä, Huittinen Business and Vocational
College
Please add a short description
Entrepreneurs
→ Bolan -- Please add a short description
→ Novarbo – Novarbo Oy is the leading expert in the field of professional horticulture, greenhouse technology and beddings.
Both companies aim to increase ecological growing of openfield
plants, berries, and fruits in southern west part of Finland and to improve ecological food processing
Innovation Agenda

Satakuntaliitto is involved in European Regions Smart Specialisation
Platform and smart specialisation approach is included in the regional
program.
Satakunta Regional Council is also involved in agricultural and clean
water in the European Innovation Partnership (EIP). It aims to pro-
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mote resource efficiency, research and practice integration, and innovation to increase agricultural and
food economy. EIP connects key stakeholders to other actors (in particular, by combining research and
practice).
Contact
→
→
→
→

Government: MTT Agrifood Research Finland: Hilma Kinnanen, hilma.kinnanen@mtt.fi
Knowledge institutes: SASKY, Huittinen Business and Vocational College, ulla.sabell@sasky.fi
Entrepreneurs: Novarbo: Anssi Jalava, anssi.jalava@novarbo.fi
Students' representative: Sofia Setola, sofis.setola@edu.sasky.fi
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Lithuania
The regional Golden Triangle partners

Please add logos
Government
Please add a short description
Knowledge institutes
Please add a short description
Entrepreneurs
Please add a short description
Map of the region

Please add
Innovation Agenda

Please add a short description
Contact
→
→
→
→

Government: Please add contact details
Knowledge institutes: Please add contact details
Entrepreneurs: Please add contact details
Students' representative: Please add contact details

Special remarks

Please add if applicable
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The PEAT VALLEY Students' Council
Students make up an important part of the PEAT VALLEY Network and its regional delegations during
the meetings. They are promising young professionals who should build their own network and alliance
within the possibilities and capacities of the EU Network PEAT VALLEY.
We therefore propose them to establish a unique forum, in the form of a Student Council, with a distinctive and independent operating structure.
How to proceed?

The contour outlined below should be understood as a rough guideline for the students. Of course, they are free to choose their own model, fitting their expectations
and the learning environment they envisage to tealise.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Each partnering knowledge institute within the PEAT VALLEY Network appoints a
local/regional committee of three students.
→ The students should have solid language skills (speaking and writing English language on level
B1 is conditional); preferably be graduates, EQF level 4,
→ The students should be eager to participate in a network, share their knowledge with others,
learn from different cultures and willing to travel and invest a proportion of their own time.
→ Diplomatic and communication skills seem more important than content or branches related
knowledge.
→ A fair gender balance should be taken care of.
The three students, then form the PEAT VALLEY Regional Student Committee.
The Regional Student Committees have their own board and chairperson. All chairpersons toegether make up the transregional Students' Council. The Council members will
attend the international PEAT VALLEY meetings. The provisionally presidency of this
Committee is the representative of AOC Terra, Netherlands.
Together the members of the PEAT VALLEY Students' Council prepare their own programme, consisting of themes they are interested in and connected to their regional
knowledge programmes and the focus points of the PEAT VALLEY Agenda.
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5.

6.
7.
8.

The Students' Council is full member of the PEAT VALLEY Network. Besides building their own
alliance and programme, the Council will perform the following tasks
→ The Council advises the overall board of the network.
→ The Council will get the task to watch the partner regions, compare and exchange innovative
tools, instruments and ideas of the several member regions and their institutions.
→ The Council will take a role in the internal and external communication over the network PEAT
VALLEY.
→ The Council will search and compose interesting innovative projects for student exchange out
of the partnering regions.
→ The board and the president of the Council will take a role in the representation of the PEAT
VALLEY Network in their own regions, on international, national and regional congresses when
needed.
Each region has their own voice represented by the regional presidents.
AOC Terra will develop the Students' Council and therefor for the time being the national Dutch
president is also the president of the PEAT VALLEY Students' Council.
The local/regional Student Committees should be coached and supported with great care within the
centres of education from which they are the delegates.
→ Every regional committee and the international Council should be supported. In the Netherlands, the Student Committee ICS PVN will get a few coaches: a teacher, the location director
and a student International Organizations of the University of Groningen. Together, they support the Committee in their responsibility to build the structure of ISC PVN. This Committee will
organize and develop the meeting and the program for the next meeting in Lithuania in October
2013the
→ It is necessary that the students are given the possibilities from educational institutes and their
teachers to fulfill these tasks and assignments as part of their curriculum and portfolio. Assistance and a positive attitude from the college in regards to recognition, assessing and validation of the learning outcomes of these tasks will be required.
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REQUEST TO PARTNERS:
PLEASE INSERT PER PARTNER A
PHOTOGRAPH OF THE REGIONAL
STUDENTS' REPRESENTATIVE

Myrthe van der Pol
Students' representative Region Westerkwartier, NL
President PEAT VALLEY Students' Council

Angela Smit
Students' representative Region Veenkoloniën, NL

Students' Council at one glance:
The central task of the PEAT VALLEY Students' Council is the organization of an intriguing
exchange program for students and young entrepreneurs between the participating regions
within the PEAT VALLEY Network.
→ This task is primarily focused on strengthening and improving the learning environment and
learning fun for the participating students of the participating schools. This committee should
be formed and detailed at the Lithuanian meeting and must be operational during the course
of the year 2014.
→ The Regional Committee in Groningen, the Netherlands, will prepare the first full meeting:
agenda, programme, meeting documents: organizational proposal, set objectives, presentation person, suggestion for website, logo, institution and region, network building, information
exchange, etc. This program will be distributed asap ofter Dutch summer holidays 2013 in
order to receive and add comments of the partners from the PEAT VALLEY Network
→
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A cross cutting approach
Within our PEAT VALLEY-Network, we have gathered representatives of knowledge institutes from
nine regions in six countries We have planned several meetings and actions to build a strong
knowledge network. Are we, by doing so, adequately equipped to meet the demands of our regions?
Can we, as a knowledge network, really bridge the gap between old school sector knowledge and a
next generation cross cutting and region based on-going learning and working network?

1st Statement:
As knowledge institutes we are just ONE player at regional level. We must rethink the operational relations
between education and research institutions and their professional environment outside the school buildings.

Towards a Golden Triangle Network
If we as knowledge institutes want to develop into an equal regional partner for public and private bodies we need to build our Regional Golden Triangles and the Transregional Golden Triangles Web.
Within PEAT VALLEY we've got this unique chance. Staff and students of our schools and knowledge
institutions, staff of government bodies and NGO's and the entrepreneurs in private companies will
come together working on projects and innovative questions.
Education and research is a key partner in this process, as we are training tomorrow’s employees. (Vocational) students need to be prepared for our diverse, international orientated and
competitive knowledge society, in order to be capable to work in this type of work environment.
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Masterclass regional alliance
It is not sufficient to just learn for a certain job during formal education. Students will have to learn to be
flexible, to be capable of gaining new competences. To reach the maximum effect of learning, a student
needs to make a connection between (work) experiences and theoretical knowledge. Such authentic
learning environment has to be similar to the real working situation: the workplace of the nearby future
where the partners of the Golden Triangle work
together.
What is the Golden Triangle?
The Golden Triangle is an on-going cooperation between:
 Public bodies and civil society
 Entrepreneurs
 Knowledge Institutes
They are linked to each other in a permanent
Community of Innovative Learners. Their
shared aim is to innovate their regions towards
welfare and wellbeing, based on the specific
regional assets and demands.
How can we achieve building a Golden Triangle Web?
To create this environment, our project makes a four-stepsmovement:

1.

Starting point and current status is building a network
of 9 knowledge institutes.
Meaning: The partners meet, get to know each other’s situation (demands, wishes and input) in order to take the
first step towards building a sustainable partner network on
shared themes within the peat region.
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2.

3.

Step 2: From this starting point we will develop our Regional
Golden Triangle.
Meaning: each representative from our knowledge institutes Network
will build a regional network with key players from education & research, the business sector and government bodies to cooperate on a
steady basis. They will elaborate the regional SWOT and identify the
leading regional theme(s). These regional networks will prepare input
towards the transregional web.
The approach – how to build the Regional Golden Triangle?
The Dutch regions are working on this process currently. The approach
followed there can be applicable in other partner regions as well. We therefore would like to present here the 'Dutch model'. Please find below the process description.
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4.

Final step: develop a transregional PEAT
VALLEY web
Once we have established the regional
Golden Triangles we will evolve towards
building a cooperating transregional network
entailing representatives from all the seven
regional networks.
On a strategic level we will develop a collaborative transnational strategic plan.
This collaborative strategic plan entails the
regional plans of all the partner countries involved. It is based on revitalizing the peat
regions. It will gain innovative solutions for
problems within this area and developing
changes to connect students to the region
and realize more attractive education.
Developing a transnational bio-based strategy focused on the innovation capacity of the relevant international peat-regions creates chances. It leads to Business to Business, to innovations regarding
biobased economy. Engaging students is essential, as they will receive real life education on this
topic. The only way to achieve this is by facilitating and strengthening networks and relationships
between government, entrepreneurs and knowledge institutes. Process and product innovation are
the results of this cooperation. This leads to added value and economic growth for all parties concerned.

2nd Statement:
It is not enough for regional stakeholders like governmental bodies, entrepreneurs, the public, and the education and research sector to open loose contact. Our shared aim must be Learning with each other and from
each other, going through a development process together, changing together. Our shared result must be the
transition of the region, from incidental relationships towards a structured learning region.
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Our shared aim is threefold:
1. To build a network with partners from peat regions within the North European countries. Partners consist of representatives of knowledge institutes, government, research, Agri-Business
and the citizens from this peat-region (The transregional Golden Triangle Web);
2. To identify and inventory the problems, possibilities, challenges and chances, questions and innovations regarding biobased themes from all the partners (the regional SWOTS);
3. To develop a strategy which shows possibilities for larger projects related to biobased and agribusiness related themes which directly contribute to the curricula of vocational education students (the transregional strategy).
The transnational added value of course is in cooperative learning and working. This does not mean
copy--pasting the approach of one region to the other. It means developing a joint approach based on
the regional best practices. The method that will be developed, leads to a sustainable cooperation system, resulting on its turn in joint projects, knowledge sharing and economic progress. Our PEAT VALLEY project thus will allow for and deliver output towards larger projects funded through DoI, ToI, Interreg, EFRO and Life.
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Next actions

Please refer to the formats on pages 21 - 41

For the next weeks, we would like to invite each of you to
→ Identify the key players in your region
→ To identify the priorities of the relevant sectors in each participating region
→ Select the main representatives from public bodies, entrepreneurs and their associations and
colleagues from education and research institutes.
→ Write a brief description of the regional and local government structure
→ Write a brief description of the education and research institutions involved
→ Write a short description of the regional business network
→ Add a map of your region
→ Add a brief description of the regional Innovation Agenda
→ Add contact details of government, knowledge institutes, entrepreneurs and students represnetative
→ Add special remarks if applicable
→ Ask a quote from your knowledge institute representative
→ Send a photograph of your regional students' representative
Difficult for you to do? Please don’t hesitate and call us for help. Our project allows for face to face assistance.
At our next meeting in October 2013 in Mariapole, we will prepare a conference with participation of all
regional Golden Triangle representatives. Each of you will get a podium for introducing your regional
Golden Triangle and the main topics in your region. Together we will identify further actions at regional
as well as at transregional level.
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Żuławy landscape with storks (phot. Jerzy Terlikowski). Identical landscapes are found in regions as Westerkwartier and Noardlike Fryske Wâlden.
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The people
Contacts table to be added
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Aditional Information: About EUROPEA

EUROPEA-International is an organization for the development of vocational education and training
(VET) in the green sector of Europe. The green sector covers a wide field of professions within agriculture, horticulture and forestry.
At present, EUROPEA-International is organized as an association of 24 country members; that is 24
national EUROPEA organizations. The members represent more than 1.000 vocational schools and
institutions all over Europe. On behalf of its member organizations EUROPEA-International does advocacy vis-à -vis the EU institutions. In benefit of the members the association implements the following
activities on a regular basis.
 EUROPEA-International organizes 2 bi-annual meetings for its members, one in the spring and one
in the autumn. The programme may include conferences on vital developments within the green
VET sector, or seminars and workshops on didactical and pedagogical issues. Also, interesting and
challenging excursions may be found in the programme.
 Further, EUROPEA-International organizes a number of professional competitions for green VET
students. In recent years, competitions have been held in disciplines such as Agriculture, Landscaping, Agro-Mechanics, Floristry, Wine growing and tasting, Fishery and Forestry.
 Finally, EUROPEA-International set up an effective framework for international projects funded by
EU, e.g. Life-long Learning Programmes such as Leonardo Da Vinci, Commenius, Grundtvig etc.
National and individual members of EUROPEA communicate via an intranet provided by TeamEngine
Workspace.
The legal framework
EUROPEA-International was established in 1992. It bases its activities on a Charter, a set of Statutes
and some Internal Regulations.
The governing body of EUROPEA-International is the General Assembly, which is held once a year,
normally in the spring.
EUROPEA-International is headed by a Presidency organized by one of the member states. The presidency rotates every 6 month following the rotation schedule of the European Council.
Day-to-day operations of EUROPEA-International is headed by an Executive Committee:
 Secretary General: Mr Henrik Dethlefsen (Denmark)
 Vice Secretary: Mrs Elisabeth Hönigsberger (Austria)
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 Treasurer: Ms Sophie Blainville-Wellburn (France)
 Vice Treasurer: Ms Wieslawa Gasiorowska (Poland)
How to contact EUROPEA
You may contact EUROPEA-International on the following address:
EUROPEA-International, Secretary General Henrik Dethlefsen, c/o Green Academy Aarhus, Damgaards Allé 5, DK-8330 Beder, DENMARK
Tel.: +45 8747 5700 * Fax: +45 8747 5799 * E-mail: hd@ju.dk
Mrs Ulla Sabell - EUROPEA Finland
Mrs Jane Wagner - EUROPEA United Kingdom
Mrs Wieslawa Gasiorowska - EUROPEA Poland
Mr John Andersson EUROPEA Sweden
Mr Ton Stok - EUROPEA Netherlands
Who are they? Why mentioned here?
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